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Nonpro�ts & the IRS: 5 Risk Areas to
Watch For
As the Internal Revenue Service Exempt Organization division twists and turns in the
wind over the recent scandal involving undue scrutiny on certain tax-exempt
applications, nonpro�t managers and practitioners might wonder how this will impact
them.
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As the Internal Revenue Service Exempt Organization division twists and turns in the
wind over the recent scandal involving undue scrutiny on certain tax-exempt
applications, nonpro�t managers and practitioners might wonder how this will
impact them. 
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While the future is uncertain for this IRS division, what is certain is they will likely
continue to try to do more with less.  One way that has been accomplished is by
focusing on risks that can be addressed using the least amount of resources but
provide the highest coverage and impact.  This can include surveys, questionnaires,
focused sampling and examinations.

Do not open the door.  If any one of the items below are an area of weakness for your
organization, it’s recommended you move to correct it as soon as possible.  Once the
Service has selected your organization for examination based on one or more of these
risk factors, that’s just the beginning.  Multiple years of tax �lings could be open for
review, and the examination could be focused on other less visible areas of risk such
as the determination of compensation or whether there is any impermissible private
bene�t.

Here are �ve areas of risk that the Service is looking at:

Fundraising Expenses.  Getting this allocation wrong is a big red �ag. The exempt
sector has long understood the importance of properly allocating functional
expenses.  Certainly the general public reviews the ratio of fundraising or general
and administrative expenses to total expenses as a way to determine
organizational ef�cacy. The IRS selected about 170 small exempt organizations
with high fundraising to program expense ratios for examination in recent years. 
They are scaling this operation up and applying it to larger nonpro�ts in the
coming years.  Conversely, allocating very low or no fundraising expenses while
also reporting signi�cant contribution income is also a trigger.
Compensation Competence.  This is the big money maker for the Service.  Every
dollar they allocate to enforcing compensation compliance creates multiples more
in tax revenue.  There is an army of agents looking over automatically generated
‘discrepancies’ that indicate potential misclassi�cations of employees,
underreporting of wages, and underpayment of taxes.  Whether or not nonpro�ts
have classi�ed workers as independent contractors or employees correctly
continues to be of paramount interest to the Service.   Also being examined is
whether W-9’s and W-4’s are being used and retained properly, and whether the
information entered on to 1099’s is consistent between name and EIN.
UBI Expense Allocation.  Of particular interest to the Service are nonpro�ts
showing losses in activities year after year that don’t appear to have a pro�t
motive and using them to offset gains. Nonpro�ts have become exceedingly savvy
at allocating all sorts of cost to offset taxable activities, and therefore reduce
taxable liabilities.  This is contrasted against the fact nonpro�ts are more involved
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than ever before with unrelated business activities earning taxable income, such as
advertising, rental of debt-�nanced property, and selling merchandise.  
Transactions between parent and subsidiary organizations.  This is an area that
can be easily overlooked when planning intercompany activities.  Whether it be a
rental agreement to a wholly-owned subsidiary company, a management
agreement between a 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) sister company, or a loan to a parent
company, there is underlying risk of creating taxable income for transactions that
normally would not generate it.  This stems from an area of tax law under §512(b)
(13).  Recently the Service completed 3,000 checklists on organizations with such
activity, and are now analyzing the results.  This will likely result in future scrutiny
on these types of transactions.
Political Activity.  Depending on what type of 501(c) organization you are,
intervening in the political process in some way might play a vital role in
accomplishing your exempt purpose.  Whether you are a political 527 organization
or a 501(c) (3) just trying to advocate on a speci�c issue, the Service knows that
more and more political activism is coming from the exempt sector.  Every election
cycle shows higher levels of contributions being directed to nonpro�ts for political
purposes and more money being spent on ads than ever before.  In response, the
Service has identi�ed and examined around 300 cases of nonpro�ts with potential
related violations.  One way the Service identi�es potential noncompliance is
through referral from outside parties, usually state regulators.

So how do we address these risks effectively?

1)      Expense allocation. Reacquaint yourself with the functional expense allocation
and the underlying methodology.  About a third of the examinations performed in
this area resulted in fundraising ratios being lowered.  Analyze whether the
appropriate amount of time and expense is being allocated to fundraising, and if
joint costs are being incurred, reassess the split between program and fundraising. 
Consider whether methodology is consistent from year to year, and whether it is
explainable or at least documented properly.  Also check with examples of reasonable
allocation in the IRS instructions to the Form 990.

2)      Disclosure education. Education regarding disclosure requirements and the
general rules of the road for political activity will go a long way.  Understand the
difference between issue advocacy and political electioneering.  Learn the trigger
words that exist in the communication that may tilt it towards being political
electioneering, and know the timing of the communication also plays a role in that
determination.  Be sure your organization is properly registered with the Federal
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Election Committee and/or the IRS to conduct political activities.  For 501(c)(3)’s,
understand political activities are expressly prohibited.

 

3)      Compensation Independence. To limit exposure with compensation matters,
assuming the size and complexity of the payroll system warrants it, it might make
sense to use a third-party payroll provider.  On the front end, employees involved
with vendors should be trained to know when 1099’s are appropriate to issue. 
Documentation is key – which is why maintaining W-9’s for every vendor
relationship should be mandatory.  Getting updated W-4’s annually is also highly
recommended.

4)      Pro�t Motive. In a recent study by the Service, nearly 70% of nonpro�t schools
examined reported losses from activities for multiple consecutive years.  This will
likely result in failure for the activity to qualify as a trade or business, as the Service
will assert there is a lack of pro�t motive.  If you have such activities, now would be
the time to assess whether the Service would disallow the deduction against other
taxable activities.  If you have a Net Operating Loss carryforward from multiple years
of losses including this activity, consider whether this carryforward is valid.

5)      Con�rm UBI. If your nonpro�t organization is part of a controlled group of
entities, and there are agreements, contracts, loans or other similar activity between
them, attention should be paid to whether UBI is being created.  Look for instances
of interest, dividends, royalties, and rents being earned by the parent and the
corresponding deduction by the subsidiary.  If the subsidiary company is a ‘loss
corporation’, it’s possible the transaction will not create tax.

Not sure if you have these issues? Seek an independent opinion. Do not use your
current audit �rm. They should have already reviewed these issues with you so if
they are not as trained in these areas, they will not see the issues.

1.       Ask a peer organization to assess you while you assess their group. The risk is
your peer may not know what to look for so the issues may still exist.

2.       Hire another CPA �rm that supports at least 100 non-pro�ts. They will have the
staff experience to identify if these issues exist at a reasonable cost.

—————–

Aaron Fox is the Senior Tax Manager at Raffa, PC.
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